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Cloud of virtual photons surrounding a two-level atom driven b3t an external field
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The distortions of the cloud of virtual photons surrounding a ground-state two-level atom, induced by
an external field driving the atom, are investigated. It is first shown that if the driving field is coupled to
the atom via diagonal dipole matrix elements, then a region of quasistability for the virtual cloud exists.
Then the number of photons in this virtual cloud is evaluated by perturbation theory, as a function of
the intensity of the external driving field. Finally, the analytical expression obtained is discussed using
approximations appropriate to different ranges of the intensity of the driving field.

PACS number(s): 32.90.+a, 12.20.Ds

It has been known for a long time that the sources of a
quantum field, in the ground state of the coupled source-
field system, are generally surrounded by a cloud of virtu-
al quanta of the field itself [I]. In this case one can
profitably describe the physical properties of the source
in terms of a dressed source that is the composite object
constituted by the bare source and by the virtual cloud of
field excitations [2]. The shape of the virtual cloud is ex-
pected to depend on the internal dynamical structure of
the source, since the quantum fluctuations yield correlat-
ed transitions between the internal states of the source
and the virtual states of the field that contribute to the
cloud [3]. In QED in particular the shape of the virtual
cloud has been explicitly evaluated for ground-state neu-
tral hydrogen [4], which has been shown to be infiuenced
by the presence of a static electric field capable of induc-
ing atomic polarization [5]. The aim of this paper is to
present preliminary results on the dependence of the vir-
tual cloud from a strong time-dependent electromagnetic
(e.m. ) field acting on the atom. Part of the interest of this
problem arises from the recent intense research activity
in connection with atoms in strong fields and related
effects such as above-threshold ionization [6] and high-
order harmonic generation [7], although the model
adopted in this paper is capable of giving only qualitative
suggestions in connections with these phenomena.

The model we have adopted in order to discuss dressed
atoms under irradiation is that of a two-level atom in the
pseudospin S=—,

' formalism, interacting with a mono-
chromatic field of frequency co excited by an external
source, and in the presence of the vacuum modes of the
e.m. field. This model can be realistically used only to de-
scribe the effects of interaction between an atom and a
monochromatic field when this is is almost resonant with
a particular atomic transition frequency. Furthermore,
the range of validity of the results obtained is also limited
by the intensity of the field, which must be low enough
not to involve other nonresonant atomic transitions. In

this sense the results obtained with this model can be
only suggestive of strong field effects.

This model is described by the Hamiltonian

H=HO+ V,

H&=A'cooS, +A'coa a+ g Rcokakak+eS, (a+a ),
k

V= gek(S++S )(ak+ak),
k

where co is the atomic natural frequency, S; (i =+,z) are
the usual S =

—,
' operators, a and a are the destruction

and creation operators for the intense external field, while
ak and ak play the same role for the vacuum mode k of
frequency mk, k being representative of an appropriate
set of indices which identify the mode in question. Fur-
ther, c is the external-field atom-coupling constant and cj,
is the corresponding quantity for the kth vacuum mode-
atorn coupling. It should be noted that while the latter
coupling form is conventional and typical of a Dicke
Harniltonian, the former implies that parity of the atomic
base states is not defined, since the interaction with the
driving field takes place through S, rather than through
S+ and S . This feature of the model is indeed essential
for our aims, since it is easy to realize that a conventional
coupling would lead to instability of the cloud, which
would become real and whose photons would be emitted
in the form of fluorescent radiation. On the contrary we
will demonstrate the existence of a quasistability region
(QSR) in the eigenvalue spectrum of H, where a fairly
well-defined virtual cloud can be formed, due to the S,
form of the coupling selected. Moreover, an atom-field
coupling such as that appearing in H is certainly ap-
propriate for atomic magnetic levels or for situations
where a permanent electric moment is present [8]. We
take both c and ck real for simplicity of notation.

We begin by performing the exact diagonalization of
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Hp. We label the eigenstates of

Ho ' =i/icoo+i/isa a+ g %co„aktak,
k

(2)
TIo, n, {n/, } ) =exp o(a —a ) Io, 'n, {n/, j )

which is the free part of Hp, by the eigenvalues of the
operators present in (2). Thus

I o, n, [ n/, j ) is an eigen-
state of Hp ' describing the atom in its upper or lower
state (o =+1), the external field having n photons and
the fluorescent field having a photon distribution {nk }
over all its possible vacuum modes. The corresponding
eigenvalue is

where

—:Io, n, [n„}),

I
n ) =exp cr(a —a ) I

n ) .
2%co

Moreover, the corresponding eigenvalue is

E(o', n, {n/, j ) = ifirdo+nf/'co+/ n/, ficlj/,
k

(3)
2

E(cr,n, [nk } ) = ,'f/coo—o +nfico+ g ficoknk-
4Aco

Clearly
I o, n, {nk j ) is not an eigenstate of Ho due to the

presence of the coupling term. These eigenstates of Hp,
however, can be easily obtained by performing the uni-
tary transformation induced by

Thus the eigenvalue spectrum of Hp is identical to that of
Hp, albeit shifted by the amount —c. /4%co.

Next we evaluate the matrix elements of V in the basis
of the eigenstates of Hp. We have

T =exp S,(a —a )
%co

This leads to the new Hamiltonian

2

HO=T 'HoT=ficuoS', +fiona a+ +fico, akak-
k

4co'fl

(4)
(o,n, {nk } I

V Icr', n ', {nk } )

=(o,n, [nk } I
VIcr', n', {nk } ), (9)

where some elementary algebra shows that

V=T 'VT= pe/, S+exp (a —a)
k

which is diagonal in the basis of the eigenstates of Hp '.

Since T is unitary,

(o, n, {n/, }IH I
Oo' n', {nk})

{nk } I
T HOTIcr' n'

=E(o,n, [nk } )5 .5„„,5
)le nf

and the eigenstates of Hp are

+S exp — (at —a ) (ak+ak) . (10)

Substituting (10) in (9) and performing the calculations
we obtain the dressed matrix elements. From the form of
(10) it is obvious that the matrix elements vanish unless

{n/, j and [nk j are identical except for one photon in one
of the vacuum modes k. Thus we introduce a slight
change of notation and indicate these nonvanishing ma-
trix elements as (o,n, n/, 1IVIo', n ', nk). After a
lengthy procedure we obtain exactly

(cr, n, nk+1I VIo', n ', nk) =(1—5 )d/, e " x " " {o'" "&n'!/n!L„'" " '(x)e(n n')—
+( cr )" "&n—1/n'!L„'" "'(x)e(n' n) }, —

Ck
(cr,n, nk

—lI VIo', n, nk ) = (o,n, n„+1IVIo', n, nk ),
k

where

E,

c/, =E/, ~n/„d/, =E/, /(n/, +1), x =
%co

2

(12)

n
( 1)m n+a

L/ '(x)=
m!

x (a & —1) . (13)
n —m

and where the generalized Lag uerre polynomials are
defined as [9]

It is now appropriate to remark that V does not con-
nect states with equal values of cr. It is then easy to real-
ize with the help of Fig. 1 that for co & cop a
range of quasistability exists for the eigenstates
Io = —l, n, ((coo/co), {Ok } ) of Ho. These states are
not connected at first order in V to any other eigenstate
via energy-conserving processes. In fact, the energy
eigenstate of Ho in the QSR is

2

E( —l, n, , {Ok j ) = —
—,'A'coo+ n, fico , (14—a)

4Aco

while the energy of any other eigenstate candidate for
connection is
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2

E( 1 n 1 I )ik j ) = 2 flcoo+ )I 1'I)co+ Aicok
4Acu

(14b)

Thus the difference of the two energies is
%coo+(n' n)A—co+Rcok, which is always positive for any
n, (cop/co, and transitions induced by V at first order
do not conserve energy. Because these states belonging
to the QSR have a much longer decay time than the other
states outside the same region, it makes sense to investi-
gate the possibility that they support a relatively stable
cloud of virtual photons. Thus we concentrate on the
range of parameters %co (&Scop, where we have just seen a
QSR exist, and we discuss the structure of the virtual
cloud, which we describe by the average number of virtu-
al photons in mode k associated with a state

l

—1,8 „[Ok j ) within the QSR.
This is done in two steps, the first of which consists in

evaluating the perturbative correction
l
P" ' ) to

l

—l, n „[0kj &. We find, at first order in ek, and using
(11)and (14),

n, —0

o
QSR

8 /44@)
n—

-1

0 —p

FIG. 1. Eigenvalue spectrum for the driven atom within the
subspace l nk }= [Ok } and for coo) co. Eigenstates of Ho falling

within the range of quasistability QSR are not connected by
vacuum Auctuations at first order with any other eigenstate.

(1,)t 1, 1), lvl —l, n „[0k]&
I—1 [0k j) E(1 n 1 lk)

—x/2kA' n'=0

1 )n
—n'x (n —n')/21ln i)ln )L (n —n')(

coo+
—(n n')co——cok

n'=n+1

x (n' —n )/21ln )ln i)1 (n' n)(x)—
+coo+(n' n)co—+cok

l l, n ', lk) (15)

n —n'[L (n —n')(X)]2 X n n[L (n' ——n)( )']2n. n

„+,n'! [co()+(n' —n)co+cok]

pg
't2

(akak ) = (P'"laktak lP"') = e " g ' +
fi „=()n ' [ —co()+ (n n')co c—ok ]—

(coo/co) n) . (16)

where 1k indicates the photon distribution with one photon in mode k and no photon in all other modes. The second
step consists in evaluating the number of virtual quanta on the perturbed state —l, n „I Ok j ) + lit)") ).

We obtain at second order in ck,

This expression for the contribution of k photons to the
virtual cloud, albeit exact at second order in c.k and for
n (coo/co, is not very transparent. In particular, the
form of the dependence of (akak ) from the intensity of
the external field is not easy to read out of (16). Thus we
are compelled to perform some rather radical
simplifications.

In order to obtain these simplifications, we assume that
in the selected range of parameters it is e n l())ico) (1;
hence x =0 (n ') from (12). Consequently we can apply
the Tricomi asymptotic expansion [10] for the general-
ized Laguerre polynomials in the region near the origin
as [11]

a/2

I'(b+n+ I) + b+c+1
I (c+n +1) 2

[1+O(n )],

(18)

which yields

n'! I (n' —n+n +1)
n! I (n+1)

n' —n
I

[1+O(n )],
2

(19)

l

coherently with the approximations leading to (17), we
use also [11]

'b —c

/2L ( )(x)—
4x

[J (&vx )+O(n ')], n! I (n +1)
n'! I (n' n+n +1)—

v=4n+2a+2 (17)

where J are Bessel functions of the first kind. Moreover,

n +n'+1
2

n —n'

[1+O(n )] .
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Substituting (17) and (19) in (16) we obtain

E„n J„„{iI2(n+n'+1)x)

„=p [ —cop+(n —n')co —
cok ]

J„.„(v'2( n +n '+ l )x )+
[cop+(n' n—)co+cok ]

2

$2

J~„„{t2(n +n'+1)x )

cop+ (n' n—)co+co„

COp ) n )&1, ciIn &fico, (21)

+O(n ') .

Thus for cop/co ) n )& 1 we can approximate (20) as

(20) which is much more manageable than (16) and which is
valid foi sion & fico « ftcop. Keeping only terms linear in

nx (that is, assuming EiIn « fico), (21) reduces to

fl (cop+cok ) fi (cop co+cok ) (cop+co+cog ) (cop+cok )

COp

&n ))1, EiIn « fico (22)

where the first term yields the virtual cloud in the ab-
sence of the driving field (as expected) and the second,
which is proportional to c. n for large n, is the correction
due to the driving field. On the other hand, for the
strong driving field case Et n -A'co it is easy to guess that
the dominant contribution to the sum over n' in (21)
comes from the low-order Bessel functions for which
n'-n. In this case one can obtain a rough representation
of the behavior of {akak }as

Et, Jp(2EiIn Ihco)
{akak }

(cop+co)

of an external driving field described by the model Hamil-
tonian (I) it is possible to obtain a range of eigenstates of
the atom —driving-field system, which are capable of sup-
porting a cloud of virtual photons created around the
atom by the vacuum fluctuations. This cloud of virtual
photons depends on the intensity of the external field.

We have calculated the dependence on this intensity
exactly and analytically at order ck, the atom vacuum
fluctuation coupling constant. The resulting expression
has been considered in various ranges of the physical pa-
rameters, and simplified expressions have been obtained
for weak (sion «%co) and strong (EV n —irtco) driving
field.

COp

&n )&1, eiIn -fico
N

(23)

We shall refrain here from discussing the approxima-
tion of (16) valid in the oscillatory region of the Laguerre
polynomial [ll], which is in the range of x including
point x =4n +2, since this implies c & Am, which we con-
sider nonphysical at optical frequencies and out of the
scope of this paper.

In conclusion, we summarize our results as follows.
We have shown that for a two-level atom in the presence
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